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St. George Greek Orthodox Church
Officiant: Father Nicholas Pastrikos
Reception Location: Pines Manor
Photographer & Videographer:
Rick Helman Photography
Entertainment: Platinum Entertainment
Florist: Crest Florist
Limousine Service: D&G Limousine
Cake Designer: Palermo’s Bakery
Bridal Salon & Veil: Priscilla of Boston
Formal Attire: Zaccarello’s Formal Wear
Invitations & Favors: Favor It Shop
Hair Salon & Makeup Studio: Cosmo Blu
Jeweler: Hannaush Jewelers
Honeymoon Location: Grand Velas- Riviera Maya and
Gran Meliá- Cancun, Mexico

1. Alexis and Michael were married at St. George Greek Orthodox Church, to which Alexis’ family has belonged for two generations. 2. Following
their reception, the bride and groom continued to socialize with their closest friends and family during their VIP after party downstairs at the
Pines Manor. 3. The newlyweds shared their first dance to Lionel Richie's "Penny Lover," under a draped ceiling with crystals and flowers
hanging above the dance floor. 4. Set on gold table linens were tall centerpieces of white hydrangeas mixed with purple flowers, gold toned roses,
and ivy, as well as hanging crystals and candles. 5. Platinum Entertainment was the couple’s first and only choice when it came time to choose
a DJ. “Anthony rocked the dance floor all night,” recalled Alexis. “He played the perfect mix of music for everyone.” 6. "Bling" was the theme
of the five-tiered wedding cake designed by Palermo's Bakery that featured fondant ruched ribbon and a crystal broach, along with their
Swarovski crystal monogram topper. "Palermo's is so creative and have such a passion for what they do," said the bride. 7. Alexis changed into
a second party dress for the cake cutting, which she embellished with the same crystal belt worn with her wedding gown.
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t was truly a chance encounter when Alexis and Michael met in March of 2007 at Dickerman’s
Ale House. Michael came in with his hockey teammates to celebrate winning their game,
while Alexis was at the bar with her girlfriends. Although he teased her for her order—a
“girly” Oatmeal Cookie shot—when he first talked to her, Michael and Alexis hit it off immediately and
became inseparable after that night.
In August of 2010, the two were on vacation in the Dominican Republic. It was their first night there
and Alexis was looking for shoes to wear to dinner. Michael walked up to her with a Christian
Louboutin shoe box and inside Alexis found a beautiful cushion-cut diamond engagement ring. Michael
placed the ring on her finger and even surprised Alexis with the shoes that came in the box. The
couple set the date for July 2, 2011 and began planning their romantic wedding.
Finding the perfect place to host their reception wasn’t hard at all. “Pines Manor is like a second
home for my family and me,” said Alexis, whose mother and brother work at the facility. “As soon as I
got engaged my first call was to the Pines Manor to put the wedding on the books!”
Photography by Rick Helman Photography
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